Angel, my Terrier Lab recently has had some medical problems and had to be rushed to the vet over a week ago. She has been vomiting a lot, and her back end kept falling. After she was checked by her vet doctor there were many tests that I could not afford to help with diagnosing her problem. After being seen and coming home noticed some other problems with her make me believe she may have had a stroke or a TIA. Angel was put on two kinds of medications to help her vomiting which has stopped after a few days and is eating better. She is still not 100% herself and is starting to walk better, but something still is not right in her back end. I want to know what happened to my Angel girl as it was scary to see it happening and her falling over the place. I really do not want that to happen to her again and maybe next time she may not be so lucky and have died.

I asked for some help from Paws 4 A Cure and she was accepted. Please click on the link below and look for the name "Angel" and her picture soon to be shown to any bit of assistance towards what they are able to help with. Every little bit helps.

~ Angel's Mom